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No Charge Loaner Pump Program
Analytics offers a No Charge Loaner Pump Program. This program will provide you with
everything you need for air sampling analysis–pumps, sample media, all accessories, and
instructions, custom packaged to your requirements, shipped to you as you need it. You pay
only for shipping and, of course, the analysis – there is absolutely no cost to use the pumps and
accessories.
To order your pumps, all you need to do is contact Jack Simila at 800-888-8061, x5108.
Your order will include the pumps (as many as you need, all fully charged and pre-calibrated),
tubing, sample media, sample media holders, pumps, chargers, instructions, cyclones, splitters,
low flow regulators, tube breaker, tool kit, chain of custody form and calibrated field rotameter, all
packed in a sturdy carrying case. Pumps are normally sent out the same day. Please keep in
mind the more notice you provide, the less expensive shipping charges will be. Typical shipping
costs for a sampling set that includes five pumps and is shipped across the country (VA to CA)
nd
with 2 day delivery is about $40.
We use primarily SKC AirCheck 52 sampling pumps, which handle flows in the range of 25 to
3000 ml/min with a backpressure of 25" water at 2 liters per minute. They weigh 20 ounces and
have a timer, flow fault feature and NiCad or NiMH battery with a battery-check feature. Other
pumps are available on request. The pumps arrive fully charged and calibrated versus a primary
standard, with a record of calibration in the shipment. A field rotameter, calibrated against a
primary standard, is included in the sampling kit. Post calibration can be performed and reported
if you request it on your chain of custody when you return the samples and pumps.
The pumps and all accessories can be kept for the duration of your sampling project. As long as
you are collecting and submitting for analysis daily samples, you may use the pumps indefinitely.
If your project is postponed, you will need to call to confirm availability. Depending on the length
of the time delay, you may need to return everything to us, but we will re-ship the entire sampling
kit to you for your new scheduled date.
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